
 

 

Mike Bashi's Recently Introduced Web Hosting Training Program Discloses 

Unknown Facts about Hundreds of Website Hosting Services.   
 

Well known marketing expert and business trainer Mike Bashi has recently disclosed the 

secret of all web hosting services by introducing his new website Hostmonopoly.com. 

This website is a free training platform that has been created on the basis of detailed 

review of the hosting services by Mr. Bashi and his team.   

 

It is now possible to avail reliable web hosting training from a renowned internet 

marketing expert without spending anything whatsoever. Ontario based internet 

marketing genius Mike Bashi has just introduced his latest business tutorial 

Hostmonopoly.com to offer free website hosting guidelines to online business owners. 

Mr. Bashi is highly acclaimed mentor who has helped many beginners to make their 

mark in the highly competitive world of online marketing. Along side his proficient team, 

Mr. Bashi has reviewed all hosting services before creating this website. Apart from 

providing a practical guide for website hosting, the website also reveals the name of the 

most efficient hosting service provider. 

 

Finding the correct web hosting service is a major concern for many business owners 

because they have too many options around them. Unfortunately, most of them do not 

offer the bare minimum qualities of a good hosting service. As a young online marketer, 

Mr. Bashi himself had difficulties in finding the besting website hosting service. 

However, after continuous trial and error, he has found the company that is extremely 

reliable and offers all essential features. Anyone can now find out the same by gaining 

access to the free video tutorial. A valid email address is all that is required to access this 

video. 

 

According to Mr. Bashi, the top qualities to look for in a web hosting service are 4th 

generation hosting, reliable server, unlimited domain, and unlimited bandwidth. 

Discussing his new training program, he says, "I lost thousands of dollars and many years 

of my career by switching website hosting service. Hostmonopoly.com has been created 

to offer all necessary support to avoid this trial and error stage".  

 

About Hostmonopoly.com:  Hostmonopoly.com is a review website launched by noted 

business consultant Michael Bashi. This website helps entrepreneurs find out the best 

web hosting service provider with a comprehensive, free training video.  

 

Contact:  

Mr. Michael Bashi 

http://www.hostmonopoly.com 
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